INSIGHT: FUNDING mobility projects

Funding the development
of new mobility projects
Competitive pitches are tiring out those chasing cash injections to support research.
But investors still enthusiastically seek the ‘next big thing’, reports Mark Smulian

T

he money is out there to back
smart mobility schemes of
varying degrees of preparedness and feasibility.
But much of it comes from the public
sector, which usually allocates money
via what can be costly and complex formal competitions. Meanwhile, the private
sector will want to be convinced it is not
being asked to throw money away on
excessively speculative ventures.
‘Competition fatigue’ is a common
complaint in local government circles as
councils assemble bids to secure money
from Whitehall for smart transport
schemes that will reach only ‘winners’
judged by processes that may be opaque.
There may be mutterings in private
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about whether Whitehall departments
have the expertise to choose between
competing technical projects but, for the
moment, the sector must live with this.
The public sector remains a substantial source of funds to back new projects
and ideas and it may be necessary in
some cases to assemble complex publicprivate partnerships.
While Government still holds some
relatively large purse strings, interest is
growing from private investors on the
lookout for the ‘next big thing’.
A century ago, investors must have
wondered if it was sensible to put money
into radio; similarly, in the 1990s solar
energy looked a speculative proposition.
Any investor who got into either of these

fields early probably made a financial killing and therefore the more open-minded
investors are looking to driverless cars,
electric vehicles (EVs) and smart highways as the potential modern equivalents
of radio and solar – things that will move
relatively quickly from a gleam in a technician’s eye to everyday use.
Even once a smart transport scheme
has won a public funding competition,
it can still be asked to secure matched
funding, which means finding an investment firm or a partner with deep pockets.
Sometimes this process speeds up
as investors develop a herd-like instinct
and throw money at new businesses, as
has happened with some internet startups and notoriously during the first and
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rapid ‘dotcom’ boom and bust 20 years ago.
Smart mobility has not yet reached that
stage, but there is increasing interest.
Richard Porter, director of technology
and innovation at Zenzic (formerly Meridian
Mobility), is working with the Government’s
Centre for Connected and Autonomous
Vehicles (CCAV) and its research body,
Innovate UK, on a £200 million programme.
This has £100m of Government money
with the 50% balance being raised in match
funding by winners.
Zenzic’s principal role is to provide a testing and development environment that
companies can use. A not-for-profit company, it is half-owned by the Government
and half privately.
Given the difficulty of raising money for
things that are just ideas, the Government
funding is front-loaded, giving projects 70%
public money and 30% private during their
‘build’ phase, switching to a target of 50-50

Government
funding is

70
%
public money and
30% private in
‘build’ phase
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once they are operational, though, if
extra private money is available, so
much the better.
Porter says: “We define the competition and ask industry to respond. At the
moment, for the capital projects we
have got £69m in from the Government
and £79m from private sources, which
is good news.
“We think about £17m of that is foreign direct investment. There has been
a lot of interest from overseas in testing
products in the UK as it has lots of the
right skills in artificial intelligence (AI),
manufacturing and research, and the
regulatory environment of the CCAV is
attractive and pretty flexible; if you have
a good safety case you can test your
product without a lot of paperwork.”

combination of partners
Public and private partnerships are not
unusual, but it can require new thinking
to line up the right combination of partners to test smart mobility schemes,
according to Jo Dally, city partnerships
director of BP’s advanced mobility unit.
She says: “It’s clear future mobility
systems will be created through collaboration and partnership, for example
energy companies and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) working
with digital technology companies.
“In the past, there might have been a

tendency to look for partners that felt
relatively similar in scale and size. The
partnerships and consortia emerging
today are very different, with established corporates, start-ups, public
sector organisations and more coming together to create the technologies, businesses and services that will
deliver value to companies, cities, and
citizens in the future. This has to be the
right approach.”
One company to successfully raise
money from private investors is Oxbotica,
which works in autonomous systems for
transport and other industries.
Last year, it secured £14m from lead
investor IP Group, working alongside
Parkwalk Advisors and Axa XL.
Oxbotica software uses computer
vision, machine learning and AI to allow
vehicles to operate autonomously in
any environment and on any terrain.
Its control system, Selenium, enables
vehicles to sense their surroundings,
while Caesium, a cloud-based fleet
management system, can schedule
and co-ordinate fleets of vehicles.
Oxbotica operates at the UK
Atomic Energy Authority’s centre for
Remote Applications in Challenging
Environments (RACE) where it uses six
miles of private roads for vehicle testing.
But what attracted the investors?
Jamie Vollbracht, cleantech partner
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Councils that won
major funding
The Adept competition showed the
kind of ideas that interested one set
of funders faced with rival bids. The
winners were:
n B
 uckinghamshire County
Council: Creating a smart
connected community in
Aylesbury Garden Town,
including mobility solutions
,£4.49m.

n Central Bedfordshire Council:
Power Roads – harvesting
renewable energy from solar,
kinetic and thermal source,
£1.05m.

n Cumbria County Council:
Developing the use of plastic
roads on the local network,
£1.60m.

n Kent and Staffordshire County
Councils: Local highways
asset management technology
incubator, £3.95m.

n Thames Valley councils
(Bracknell Forest, Reading,
Slough, Windsor & Maidenhead,
West Berkshire, Wokingham):
‘Living Lab’ of connected
vehicles and communications
infrastructure to serve new
housing developments, £4.75m.

n B
 irmingham City Council and
Solihull Metropolitan Borough
Council: Keep West Midlands
moving – A collaboration
unlocking analytics on key
transport corridors, £2.65m.

n S
 uffolk County Council: Installing
smart technology capability
across the county’s roads and
exploring how street lighting
infrastructure could become an
income generator, £4.41m.
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According to
McKinsey

$220

billion
invested in new
mobility
technology since
2010 and...

47
%
of consumers
would be happy to
use autonomous
vehicles

at IP Group, explains that electric transport was at a comparable stage to that of solar
power in the early 2000s and advises “prepare
to be surprised at how quickly this happens”.
Vollbracht says experts were “already
revising their projections upwards for EVs
every year, the wealth creation and broader
environmental benefits… are obvious”.
He adds: “The development and deployment of autonomous vehicles is one of the
structural shifts we foresee.”
IP Group does not necessarily see passenger traffic as the only, or even main, way
in which autonomous vehicles will develop,
though this area has attracted the bulk of
funds to date.
“We believe delivering passenger vehicle
autonomy will take time,” Vollbracht says.
“It will start under tightly defined conditions
in controlled environments. Only gradually
will it be viable to broaden out from there
towards the ultimate vision of a driverless
car that can take you to all the places you
can go in your current vehicle without needing any human control.
“We think other vehicle types and applications for autonomy are as, if not more,
exciting, especially in the near term. Take
mining; mines are already tightly controlled
environments and mining vehicles are
more costly to build and operate than passenger vehicles. Autonomous vehicles can
be deployed in mines today.”
That might not be the best news for those
working in the passenger sector, but there

are private firms prepared to back their judgment on this being the future of transport.
An analysis by the international management consultancy McKinsey painted an
encouraging picture for autonomous and
electric cars.
McKinsey cited its own and other surveys
to show that 47% of consumers would be
happy to use autonomous vehicles, 77%
thought vehicle electrification would reduce
environmental impact, 23% would consider
an electric car for their next purchase and
67% planned to increase their use of car
sharing in the next two years.
Those are figures that get private investors interested. According to McKinsey,
investment in new mobility technologies
has totalled nearly $220 billion (£174bn)
since 2010, with one-third related to shared
mobility and the remainder to automation
and connectivity.
Data for the period 2010-17 showed more
than 60% came from single investments of
$1bn (£790m) or more.

The largest investments were in autonomous vehicles and sharing solutions,
though there is also steady investment in
hardware such as sensors.
Investment in autonomous driving was
dominated by a few large deals, while in
user-interface or experience technologies,
numerous smaller, specialised players
were active.
Despite the substantial sums spent by
the UK Government on smart mobility,
the country looks a minnow in McKinsey’s
international comparison.
The majority of investment activity concerned US companies – and half of that was
in the San Francisco Bay area alone.
China and Israel came next, with investments in European companies rated
“small”. German companies account for
the largest portion.

small investments
Despite this, McKinsey said small investments were the ones to watch as these
involved companies with special capabilities
or technology while the large transactions,
“tend to be industry-shaping moves made
by established companies”.
It added: “Understanding small players
and start-ups is crucial to efficient technology sourcing.”
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Annual investment into mobility
start-ups has continuously
increased since we started
tracking them
Timo Moeller, head of McKinsey’s
Center for Future Mobility

A Waymo
self-driving car
on the streets
of south San
Francisco bay
area, Silicon
Valley

Timo Moeller, head of McKinsey’s Center
for Future Mobility, says: “Annual investments into mobility start-ups have continuously increased since we started tracking
them.
“Since 2010, investors have poured
$220bn into more than 1,100 companies,
with e-hailing, semiconductors, autonomous vehicles, advance driver assistance
system components, connectivity, and
electric vehicles and charging being the
most relevant.”
More than half of these funds had been
invested since 2016, showing the increasing
pace of interest among investors in funding.
He says: “Venture capitalists and privateequity firms are responsible for around twothirds of these investments in the mobility
space; the other third is primarily from tech
and automotive companies.”
According to Moeller, a number of investment trends are visible. One is disruptive

business models as higher
margins are expected to come
from service/data-driven business models, with e-hailing in
combination with autonomous
vehicle technology having enjoyed
the highest cumulative investment
since 2010.
Another is that money mainly flows into
areas such as autonomous vehicles where
incumbents don’t have a strong advantage
that they have consolidated over decades.
In contrast, for example, batteries appear
“unattractive for start-up investments (as)
large established companies seem to do
much of the innovation work in-house via
their own research departments”, he says.

investment focus
Industrialisation is a further trend, the
process by which the focus of investment
moves from testing and pilots towards
manufacturing and deployment.
Michael Short, chief scientific adviser at
the Department for International Trade, is
involved both in efforts to export UK expertise and products in smart mobility and with
inward investment by foreign firms keen to
tap skills here.
Short says: “Most of this work is at the
research stage, so there is interest from
private equity and banks, but it is mostly
Government and industry at present, though
with Tesla, for example, it’s a multi-millionaire entrepreneur investing.
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“The Government invests because it is
concerned with UK transport as well as with
industry and wants the right range of vehicles going forward.
“Industry needs to know it has regulatory certainty, so it wants to work with
Government on agreements for that and
see what works.”
He says some other countries had a head
start in smart mobility because they have
different governmental structures or more
venture capitalists “but I don’t think it’s true
that things are being held back by a lack of
finance, although there always tends to be
more ideas than finance to back them”.
He defends funds being distributed
through competitions saying “they are vital
as you want the cream to rise to the top”.
There is less enthusiasm for this in local
government, where funding competitions
are rife and seen as consuming time and
resources – often for no return.
The Association of Directors of Environ
ment, Economy, Planning and Transport
(Adept), which represents the most senior
council officers in these fields, tried to shortcircuit the competition process as far as it
could when it found it had £23m to spend on
its ‘Live Labs’ test for new ideas.
Chief operating officer Hannah Bartram
explains: “We started with five corporate
partners, did a review of what local highway authorities needed and got together
a programme. Then the Department for
Transport (DfT) got involved. It provided
some seed funding, but then put in £23m.
“The private partners provide help-in-kind
and intellectual support, and they put up a
small amount of cash to pay for the competition process.”
There were 28 bids from local highway
authorities, from which a shortlist faced a
one-day Dragons Den-style interrogation
about their projects and viability conducted
by representatives of the DfT, Adept, busi-
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ness consultancy EY, the Chartered
Institution of Highways &
Transportation and Innovate
UK. Applicants were also
required to demonstrate political support from council
leaderships for
their project.
From that,
eight winners
were chosen
and their projects went live
in May, running
until 2021 (see
panel on page 38).
Bartram says: “It’s
a bit suck and see as
we’ve not done anything
like this before and some
schemes will succeed and
others not, but even where they fail
there will be opportunities for lessons
learnt.
“We’ve had positive feedback over the
shortness of the process and it helped that
we really knew our audience.”

ment the UK reaches with the EU,
but research and development
is quite important to them
and I would expect some
agreement would be
reached so the UK
can continue to
participate, rather
like the deals
the EU has with
Norway and
Israel.”
The Future
Cities Catapult
– yet another of
the governmentbacked bodies with
Rafael Cuesta,
a role that touches
on smart mobility –
head of innovation, TfGM
highlighted some of the
problems with funding projects in its report last year, Smart
City Demonstrators: A Global Review
of Challenges and Lessons Learned.
This said common public funding sources
in the UK included central Government
departments, local enterprise partnerships, local government, research councils and higher education, while across
the EU the European Commission was
the main funder through the Horizon 2020
programme and the European Regional
Development Fund.
Public support was often increased by
private sources but “rarely was the private
sector seen to initiate large-scale smart
city demonstrators” at least outside North
America, and very few test bed environments were self-sustaining, with the
“vast majority relying on continued grant
funding to maintain operations”.
Test beds are vital in proving whether
smart mobility concepts will work and be
commercially viable, but the report said:
“There remains a question regarding
who has the motivation and resources to
fund projects and create and build the
required environments.
“By its nature, innovation comes with
a risk of failure; however, these risks
need to be taken to progress.”
Local enterprise partnerships were
investing in open test bed environments designed to give small- to
medium-sized businesses access to
emerging technologies and support,
but these are largely publicly funded
bodies, despite claims to be ‘business
led’.
While the catapult found plenty of
examples of effective public sector support, its findings on those that missed out
were telling.

By its nature, innovation
comes with an associated
risk of failure; however,
these risks need to be
taken in order to progress

competitive bidding
Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM)
has done well from competitive bidding to
both the UK Government and European
Union, according to Rafael Cuesta, its head
of innovation.
He says it has secured £10m in funding
from Innovate UK for its smart city work and
a further £1m from private sector companies “that know what transport innovation
is about and they want to be early participants in it”.
Cuesta adds: “Private equity and venture capital are very live to autonomous
vehicles and charging infrastructure for
electric vehicles, things they can see
working that have a good future and they
want to be involved.”
But what about the impact of Brexit – if
it happens – on money from European
Union schemes?
The programmes with which TfGM is
involved run to 2022 and Cuesta says:
“It depends after that on what agree-
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“Those demonstrator environments that
did not benefit from initial public sector
financial support spoke passionately of the
struggles they experienced trying to generate their own income, while simultaneously
trying to deliver meaningful projects and
grow their capabilities,” the report says.
“These demonstrators were strong advocates of secured baseline funding against
a multi-year programme of activity as this
would have provided more certainty around
outcomes.”
The catapult report described instances
of the private sector contributing cash to
demonstration environments during setup, delivery and operation as “rare cases”.
One unnamed demonstration project
was investigating alternative funding away
from the money markets “taking inspiration from community wind energy projects
in Germany and the use of municipal bonds
to finance infrastructure in the USA”.
Even where demonstration projects and
environments in the UK did secure public
funding, there could be a further problem.
Public money tends to be given for capital,
not revenue. This allows the government
body in question to point to something tangible it has helped to create.
Whatever that might be, the investment
will be of little use without revenue funding
to administer and run the project.
There are also issues of insufficient funds
being available to enable funded projects
to make later essential changes, and of
repeated competitions leading to a large
number of projects securing relatively small
amount of money, rather than a few larger
ones being well-funded.
The catapult’s report acidly noted: “It was

felt that this led to multiple spots of mediocrity, rather than few locations of excellence,
as capacity building had to be started from
scratch each time.
“Naturally, there are valid arguments on
both sides; however, there was a feeling
that clustering of funding would result in
better outcomes in the long term.”
A similar point was made in the report
Electric Vehicles: Towards an Excellent User
Experience, published by Innovate UK, which
says: “There was a strongly articulated need
(from stakeholders) for a single, long-term
and cross-industry National Electrification
of Transport Strategy, coupled with sufficient
ongoing funding to deliver the strategy and
drive a further accelerated step-change in
technology and uptake.”

Future mobility zones fund
One major Government initiative is the
Future Mobility Zones Fund, which,
while perhaps counting as a ‘clustering
of funding’, is an example of the all-toocommon complexity in bidding.
The competition was launched in March
with winners due to be named in August.
At £90m, there is a serious sum of money
involved. The zones are intended to be part
of an “enabling culture” for new transport
technologies in the UK, attracting inward
investment and creating new commercial
opportunities.
“They will provide safe, innovative environments in which local and national governments and industry can plot a way through
the risks and challenges to seize the great
opportunities offered by future forms of
mobility,” says the fund.
Further into the small print, the DfT says

£90

million
of funds ready to
be allocated to
the highest bidder

28
bids
from local
highway
authorities to win
funding from DfT

Birmingham
and Solihull
councils are
collaborating
on key transport
corridors

£20m of the £90m was already allocated in
2018 to the West Midlands “to help develop
the concept of future mobility zones and
capitalise on related investments in transport innovation in the region”.
That leaves £70m, still a decent sum, but
with constraints. Eligibility to bid is limited
to the combined authorities – each led by
an elected mayor – in Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough, Greater Manchester, Liverpool
City Region, the North East, Sheffield City
Region, Tees Valley, West Midlands and West
of England (Bristol and Bath).
Politics may have been at work here.
The Government favours elected mayors
and combined authorities and, while it will
not impose on them, it holds out various
funding and other inducements – such as
devolved powers – to promote them.
On the face of it, there is no reason why
smart mobility should be more successful
in, say, Cambridge and Peterborough than
Oxford and Reading, but funding contests
will reflect the funder’s political priorities.
The West Yorkshire Combined Authority,
currently without a mayor, is also eligible as
are cities shortlisted for the Transforming
Cities Fund (TCF), a separate exercise conducted last year concerned with more conventional measures to help traffic flow in
urban areas. It mentions ‘smart’ methods
only in passing.
TFC cities are Bournemouth, Christchurch
& Poole, Derby & Nottingham, Leicester,
Norwich, Plymouth, Portsmouth, Preston,
Southampton and Stoke-on-Trent.
Applicants had to meet 14 criteria in the
first phase, and a further four in the second.
It’s not hard to see why Bartram’s members complained of ‘competition fatigue’.
For those wanting to develop and test
smart mobility ideas, the money is out there
– relatively generous grants from central and
local government and potentially substantial
sums from private sources.
Having an idea that is technically sound
and of practical application may not be
enough though.
Successful bidders must understand
what funders want: it may be political priorities for the Government or, in the case of the
private sector, assurances that an investment will not vanish down some blind alley.
Crack that though and the money may be
found since it’s clear that in Whitehall, town
halls and the offices of investment firms,
smart mobility is an idea whose time has
come. No one wants to miss out.

Turn over
for the peer
reviewS
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